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1 Infiltration, Ventilation and Thermal Modelling
With faster computers and better techniques of creating user-friendly interfaces it has become
possible to write a programme, with a reasonable computing time for an ordinary PC, coupling a
thermal model with a ventilation model. It is also possible to make it user friendly so it can be
available to everybody involved at the design stage. Our aims while developing this model have been
to create a robust model with an easy-to-use interface and thus make the tool available to a large
audience.

There are of cause other models in the area, both single-zone models and multi-zone models. AIDA -
Air Infiltration Development Algorithm (Liddament, 1996) for example, is a basic single-zone
ventilation and infiltration procedure. It is written in BASIC in about 50 lines but despite its
simplicity it is robust and incorporates most of the applicable physics.

More complex are the multi-zone models allowing to simulate the air flows between different rooms
or zones within the building. Examples of programmes are the air flow models COMIS (Feustel &
Raynoor, 1990) and CONTAM and the thermal models TSBI3 and TRNSYS. Some coupled models
with one of these air flow models coupled with one of the thermal models have been made, e.g.
COMIS and TRNSYS (Dorer and Weber 1994). These coupled programmes are large and acquire
quite extensive input, which requires some work and knowledge from the user.

The NatVent programme is made to serve as a pre-design tool that can be used early in the design
process before explicit data about the building and the ventilation system is known. Therefore
assumptions and simplifications about the building and the ventilation system are made within the
programme.
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2 Physical Fundamentals
In this chapter the physical fundamentals of the programme are described. Due to a pressure
difference over the building envelope a force for the air flow is created. This gives the ventilation
model. The thermal model encounters both indoor and outdoor effects on the thermal conditions. The
thermal and the ventilation models interacts and together they determine the indoor air temperature
and the ventilation rate.

2.1 Pressure distribution
Due to wind, thermal buoyancy and fans, if any, a pressure difference over the building envelope will
be created. The different pressure differences caused by reasons above can be added and the total
pressure difference will vary over the facades and the roof. As a pressure difference occurs over the
building envelope, the air is bound to flow from higher pressure to lower pressure and thus air flow to
and from the building will arise.

2.1.1 Wind Pressure
The wind creates a pressure field around the building. The shape of this pressure field is determined
by the surroundings, the shape of the building and of cause by the wind velocity and direction.

The wind velocity varies with height and roughness of the surroundings. Wind velocities given in the
meteorological input should be the wind velocity at a height of ten meters in open surroundings. To
use a value of the wind velocity that is appropriate for the specific conditions, the measured velocity
must be adjusted. In order to adjust the measured values to the current conditions, the programme uses
the empirical relation to determine the wind velocity at the height z, uz,wind:

u u k zz wind m wind w
aw

, ,= × × [m/s] (BS 5925 : 1991)

where: um,wind = measured wind velocity at 10 meters height [m/s]
kw, aw = constants dependant on terrain [ - ] as in Table 2.1

Table 2.1: Classification of the shielding conditions

Description Shielding Conditions kw aw

Exposed Open, flat country 0.68 0.15
Obstructions of 1/2 building’s height Country with scattered wind breads 0.52 0.2
Obstructions of building’s height Urban 0.35 0.3

In the programme, the velocity is approximated to the velocity at the top of the building, and thus z
equals the height of the building.

When the wind meets a facade the flow is slowed down on the wind ward side. The wind finds new
paths, as in Figure 2.1, and due to this a pressure pattern is developed with different pressures on the
different facade elements. The pressure varies for the different facades and also over a facade. A
typical pressure distribution over a building is presented in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.1: Wind changing direction when meeting a facade
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Figure 2.2: Pressure distribution due to wind (Liddament 1986)

The wind pressure on the building envelope is determined with the equation:

p C
u

wind p
air= ×

×ρ 0
2

2
[Pa]

where: Cp = pressure coefficient [-]
ρ air = density of the air [kg/m3]
u0 = wind velocity in unrestricted air flow [m/s]

This equation is the part of the Bernoulli equation describing the dynamic, or velocity, pressure. The
pressure coefficient determines to which extent the wind pressure is present in the particular spot.

There are great difficulties in finding appropriate pressure coefficients as they need full scale
measurements, wind tunnel experiments or extensive 3-d modelling. In a pre-design tool as this, that
type of advanced input would be superfluous. Instead the Cp-values used are mean values of the
pressure coefficients for each facade of the building (Liddament 1996). These values are determined
for four different types of buildings, as in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Building types for determing the Cp-values

BUILDING TYPE Low rise (<= 3 floors) High rise (>3 floors)
length/width = 1:1 type 1 type 3
length/width = 2:1 type 2 type 3

The pressure coefficients for the different building types are given for three different shielding
conditions thus creating the seven tables of pressure coefficients found in Appendix.

The angle between the wind direction and the facade is approximated to fit the given Cp-values.

2.1.2 Thermal Buoyancy
Thermal buoyancy, or stack pressure, is caused by the difference in density between warm and cold
air. This difference in density creates the stack effect.

The air pressure on a certain level is the pressure of the air pillar above this level. At a constant
temperature the pressure declines linearly with the height. As warm air is lighter than cold, warm air
gives a smaller pressure for the same height, see Figure 2.3. The pressure difference between air of
different temperatures at a certain height is described in the pressure equation:

( )∆p g htherm cold warm= − × ×ρ ρ [Pa]
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where: ρcold = density of the colder air [kg/m3]
ρwarm = density of the warmer air [kg/m3]
g = gravitation = 9.81 [m/s2]
h = height [m]

          p0       p0         ∆p = 0

       p g hwarm0 + × ×ρ       p g hcold0 + × ×ρ                    ( )∆p g hcold warm= − × ×ρ ρ
Figure 2.3: Pressure differences due to thermal buoyancy

The density of air is affected by the temperature and the moisture content of the air. The density of air
at the temperature zero degrees Celsius and a relative humidity of 50 % is 1.291 kg/m3. The density at
other temperatures can be derived from this.

During the heating season the indoor air is warmer than the outdoor air and this gives a natural driving
force for the air.

When the pressure due to thermal buoyancy is determined the reference height, href = 0, is set to
ground level.

In a large volume a certain temperature stratification will occur. This is not considered in the
programme.

The effect on air density of the moisture content in the air is quite small especially for the moderate
temperature interval (about -20ºC - +40ºC) the programme is dealing with. Therefore the effect of
different relative humidities is neglected in the programme. The relative humidity used in the
programme is 50 %.

As the NatVent programme is dealing primarily with naturally ventilated buildings, fans are no big
issue for the programme. Radial fans can be simulated as a steady flow rate which is added in the
mass balance. If the fans are running only non-working hours, i.e. for night cooling, the programme
assumes that they are only running if the calculated internal mean temperature for the last 24 hours
exceeds 20 degrees Celsius.

2.1.3 Pressure difference
The pressure difference over the building envelope due to wind and thermal buoyancy can be added
and, with stating an internal pressure, a total pressure difference over the building envelope can be
found.

∆ ∆p p p ptot wind therm= + + int [Pa]

where: pint = internal pressure at ground level [Pa]
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2.2 Air Flows

2.2.1 General Air Flow Theory
Air flow through the building envelope can take many paths. Air flow through walls and ceiling,
through small cracks and imperfections, through vents in the facade, through window airing, through
skylight, through ducts for supply air or passive stacks and forced flow through fans - if any. In order
to get a realistic model of the building, it is of importance that the paths are described in a realistic
way.

The pressure drop over a crack due to the air flow through cracks, small openings etc, is generally
described with the equation (Kronvall, 1980):

∆p
l

d

u
crack fric

crack

h
i

i

n
air m= × +







 ×

×

=
∑λ ξ ρ

1

2

2
[Pa]

where: λfric = friction coefficient [ - ]
lcrack = length in flow direction [m]
dh = hydraulic diameter [m]
ξi = loss factor, for contraction, expansion or bend losses [ - ]
ρair = density of the air [kg/m3]
um = average air velocity [m/s]

The friction factor is dependant on the surface roughness and Reynolds’ number, Re. Whether the air
flow can be described as laminar or turbulent is determined by Reynolds’ number:

Re=
×u dm h

ν
  [ - ]

where: ν = η / ρ = the kinematic viscosity [m2/s]

The kinematic viscosity is slightly temperature dependant as the viscosity and the density are
temperature dependant. The viscosity in the flow path is calculated with:

( )ηcrack crackT= + × × −171 0 049 106. . [Ns/ m2]

where: Tcrack = air temperature in the flow path [°C]

If the Reynolds’s number is larger than about 3500 the air flow is turbulent and if it is smaller than
about 2300 it is laminar. In the interval 2300 - 3500 the flow is a mix between turbulent and laminar
flow.

To simplify the equations above and to summarise all pressure drops along the flow path, the air flow
rate is presented as the equation:

q a pm
b= × ∆ [kg/s]

where: a = flow coefficient [kg / (s*Pab)]
b = flow exponent [-]

2.2.2 Air Flow through the Building Envelope
To mathematically describe the air flow through the building envelope is difficult as the air flow run
through both porous materials and through leaks and imperfections in the facade.

A flow exponent of 0.67 is assumed, since it is emperical shown by many measurements on building
envelopes that this is a good estimation.

The air flow equation from 2.2.1 is used and the programme assumes the flow exponent to 0.67,

q a pm = × ∆ 0 67. [kg/s]
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The air leakage is given as an area related leakage at a certain pressure difference (l/s/m2 at 50 Pa).
The flow coefficient is calculated from the air leakage data with:

a
q A

crack
leak build= × ×

×
ρ

1000 500 67, [kg/ (s*Pab)]

where: ρcrack = air density in flow path [kg/ m3]
qleak = average air leakage through the building envelope [l/s/m2@50 Pa]
Abuild = area of building envelope [m2]

The air density in the cracks is approximated to the air density of 15ºC which is 1.221 kg/m3.

Default values for the air tightness for new buildings for the different countries are used. These values
are presented in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Typical air change values at 50 Pa in the different countries.

Country Typical air change rates
[l/s,m2 at 50 Pa]

Belgium 4
Denmark 1.6
Great Britain 7
the Netherlands 4
Norway 1.6
Sweden 1.6
Switzerland 4

The walls and the ceiling are divided into smaller elements for different heights and different facades.
The walls are divided into two heights for each floor. The air leakage is then distributed evenly over
the elements representing the walls and the ceiling. The floor is assumed to be an airtight construction
e.g. a slab on the ground. The flow coefficient for a specific part of the building envelope is
determined with:

a
A

A
aelement

element

build
build= × [kg / (s*Pab)]

where: Aelement = area of the studied element [m2]
abuild = flow coefficient for the building envelope [kg/ (s*Pab)]

2.2.3 Air Flow through Vents
The pressure drop through a sharp edged hole in a thin wall can be described as (Dick’s equation):

q A C
p

m crack crack d
crack

crack

= × × × ×ρ
ρ

2 ∆
[kg/s]

where: Acrack = equivalent area of the crack [m2]
Cd = coefficient of discharge ≈ 0.6 [ - ]

The air density in the cracks is approximated to the air density of 15ºC which is 1.221 kg/m3.

The equation is assumed to be applicable to the vents in the building. For the vents an equivalent area
is given, where the total area has been reduced due to pressure losses caused by components in the
vent. These equivalent areas may be found in the manufacturers’ specifications. The programme
assumes the vents to be placed at a height of two meters above the floor.

2.2.4 Air Flow through Windows
The same principle as for the vents is applicable also for the windows. The same flow equation is
used. The difference is, as the window can be opened or closed, a schedule is needed. In the
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programme the windows are open (ajar) during working hours and closed during the night. If the
windows are open day and night they should be simulated as vents, with an equivalent open area.

A large opening such as a window may have air flow that differs in direction top to bottom. To enable
the option of a two way flow through the window, it is simulated as two links, one bottom half and
one top half. From the given top and bottom frame heights, the two links representing the window is
approximated. Figure 2.4 shows how a window is simulated.

Figure 2.4: The heights to the left in the two figures are the heights given. The heights to the right are
the calculated link heights.

In order to describe a window which is ajar, the opening factor, the portion open of the window, is
introduced and the equivalent area of the open window is:

( ) ( )A t o t Aopenwindow window totopenwindow= × [kg/s]

where: owindow = opening factor for the window, 0 < owindow < 1 [-]
Atotopenwindow = total area of open windows [m2]

If the opening factor is 0 the window is closed and if it is 1 it is fully open. In between an
approximation of the open portion of the window has to be made.

The programme assumes owindow = 0.1 which is an approximation of a window which is ajar.

If an entire year is studied, the ventilation strategy is determined by the calculated internal
temperature. If the calculated internal temperature exceeds 20ºC, the windows are opened, as given in
the input, during working hours. If the calculated temperature is below this temperature the windows
are closed.

2.2.5 Air Flow through Ducts
There are two kind of ducts: supply air ducts and passive stacks. They both include air flow through
ducts and they are treated in similar ways. The flow through the ducts is determined with the
equation:

q a pm
b= × ∆ [kg/s]

where: b = flow exponent, assumed value 0.5 [-]

In the ducts the total pressure drop is due to friction losses along the duct and to losses due to
components.

( )∆ ∆ Σ ∆p p pduct friction component= + [Pa]

where: ∆pfriction = pressure loss due to friction [Pa]
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∆pcomponent = pressure loss due to components [Pa]

As the components in the system are unknown, the component pressure drop is approximated as to the
pressure drop of a circular hole (see 2.2.3). The friction part of the pressure drop over the ducts is
studied.

∆p
l

d

u
friction fric

duct

h

air m= × ×
×λ ρ 2

2
[Pa]

where: lduct = length in flow direction [m]

By transforming the average air velocity into a flow rate, this equation can be written on the general
form with the flow coefficient due to friction is:

a A
d

lfriction duct duct
h

fric duct air

= ×
×

× ×
ρ

λ ρ
2

[kg / (s*Pab)]

The friction factor is approximated with (Selander, 1978):

λ ε ε
fric

h hd d
= × − × + ×







 +























−

2
4 793 10

0 2 0 2698

2

log
.

Re
log

Re
. . [ - ]

where: ε = surface roughness, assumed value = 0.15 (Kronvall, 1980) [mm]

For the ducts the hydraulic diameter is given by the size of the duct. The programme assumes a size of
the stacks and the ducts that give a hydraulic diameter for the passive stacks of 0.2 m and for the
supply air ducts of 0.5 m.

Reynolds’ numbers are calculated as in 2.2.1, with the air density and the kinematic viscosity
determined at the average temperature. The air velocity used is the velocity of the previous time step,
i.e. um(time-1).

When the component losses are described as a hole an equation can be formulated:

q

a

q

a

q

a
duct

duct

friction

friction

crack

crack

= + [Pa]

where: qduct = qfriction = qcrack = the flow through the duct [kg/s]

As the flow through the sharp edged hole is the same as the flow through the duct, the flow coefficient
for the duct can be determined from the flow coefficients of the two pressure losses:

a

a a

duct

friction crack

=








 +









1

1 1
2 2

[kg / (s*Pab)]
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2.3 The Thermal Model
The thermal conditions are of most interest during the summer period as during the heating season the
indoor air temperature, as well as the internal surface temperature, are assumed to be kept at a
minimum of 20 °C by the heating system, see 2.3.1.

2.3.1 General thermal theory
The heat balance and the indoor temperature are calculated hour by hour using a one time constant
model, see Figure 2.5. In the model it is assumed that all internal structures and surfaces have the
same temperature. The heat balance and the indoor air temperature calculated are an average for the
building or the zone.

φs,window,i

φs,roof

φs,wall,i

•  TstrucTsurf  •Tair

 •

φin

Text

Figure 2.5: The thermal model.

The heat transferred to the indoor air is calculated first - neglecting the heat exchange between the
internal surfaces and the indoor air:

Φ Φ Φ Φ Φair in s window window vent= × + × + +05 05. . , [W]

where: Φin = internal heat gains [W]
Φs,window = insolation through the skylight and the windows [W]
Φwindow = heat transfer through the skylight and the windows, excl. solar radiation [W]
Φvent = heat transfer by ventilation [W]

The new indoor air temperature at time t is calculated using the internal surface temperature from the
previous time step:

( )T t T t t
Hair surf

air

a s

= − +
−

( )∆ Φ
[°C]

where: Tsurf(t-∆t) = internal surface temperature at the previous time step [C°]
∆t = length of each time step [s]
Φair = heat transfer to the indoor air (neglecting heat exchange with surfaces) [W]
Ha-s = specific heat transfer between indoor air and internal surfaces [W/K]

The specific heat transfer between the indoor air and the internal surfaces are:
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floorsa AhH ××=− int4 [W/K]

where: hint = internal surface heat transfer coefficient [W/m2 K]
Afloor = gross floor area in the building or zone [m2]

The programme anticipates an internal surface to gross floor area ratio of 4 and an internal surface to
air heat transfer coefficient hint = 3 W/m2 K.

The heat transfer from the indoor air to the internal surfaces is then:

( ) ( )( )ttTtTH airairsasa ∆−−×=Φ −− [W]

The new internal surface temperature is calculated from the internal surface temperature at the
previous time step.

( ) ( )T t T t t t
Csurf surf

surf

struc

= − + ×∆ ∆
Φ

[°C]

where: Φsurf = resultant heat transfer to internal surfaces [W]
Cstruc = active thermal capacity of structures in the building [Wh/K]

The active thermal capacity in buildings with different types of structures is shown in Table 2.4.

The resultant heat transferred to the internal surfaces is:

Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φsurf in s window s wall wall a s= × + × + + + −05 05. . , , [W]

where: Φin = internal heat gains [W]
Φs,window = insolation through the skylight and the windows [W]
Φs,wall = solar energy transmitted through roof and walls to internal surfaces [W]
Φwall = heat transfer through roof and walls, excluding solar radiation [W]
Φa-s = heat transfer from indoor air to internal surfaces [W]

The thermal model is only used in the summer for the calculation of the indoor air temperature and
the internal surface temperature in the building. In winter the indoor air temperature and the internal
surface temperature is set to 20 degrees Celsius and the thermal model is not used.

During the year-round performance a minimum indoor air temperature and a minimum internal
surface temperature of 18 °C during working hours and 17 °C during non-working hours are used if
the minimum air temperature during the past 24 hours is below 22 °C.

Table 2.4: Active thermal capacity of structures per m2 gross floor area.
Description Internal Construction Active Thermal Capacity, cstruc

Wh/K m2

Very Light Light walls, floor and ceiling, e.g. skeleton with
boards, without any heavy structures.

40

Light Some heavy structures, e.g. concrete slab with
wooden floor or light-weight concrete walls.

80

Heavy Several heavy structures, e.g. concrete slab with
clinker and brick or clinker concrete walls.

120

Very Heavy Heavy walls, floor and ceiling made by
concrete, brick or clinker.

160

2.3.2 Transmission
U-values for external walls, roof and windows are calculated from the insulation thickness or supplied
by the user of the programme. Heat losses through the ground floor is set to 0. Heat losses from the
building are indicated by negative numbers.
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The heat transfer through the roof and the external walls is (excluding solar radiation):

( ) ( )( )ttTtTH surfextwallwall ∆−−×=Φ [W]

and the heat transfer through the skylight and the windows is:

( ) ( )( )ttTtTH airextwindowwindow ∆−−×=Φ [W]

where: Text(t) = external air temperature [°C]
Tsurf(t-∆t) = internal surface temperature at the previous time step [°C]
Tair(t-∆t) = indoor air temperature at the previous time step [°C]
Hwall = specific heat transfer through roof and walls from ext. air to int. surfaces [W/K]
Hwindow = spec. heat trans. through skylight and windows from ext. to indoor air [W/K]

The specific heat transfer through the external walls and the roof from the external air to the internal
surfaces is:

( )∑
=

−− ×+×=
4

1
,,,

facade
sewalliwallseroofroofwall UAUAH [W/K]

and the specific heat transfer through the skylight and the windows is:

( )∑
=

×+×=
4

1
,

facade
windowiwindowwindowskylightwindow UAUAH [W/K]

where: Aroof = roof area [m2]
Awall,i = external wall area of facade i [m2]
Askylight = skylight area, measured as the hole in the roof [m2]
Awindow,i = window area in facade i [m2]
Uroof,e-s = U-Value between external air and internal surface for the roof [W/m2 K]
Uwall,e-s = U-Value between external air and internal surface for the walls [W/m2 K]
Uwindow = U-Value for the windows [W/m2 K]

The U-value between the external air and the internal surface of the construction is:

U

h U

e s

ext s s

−

−

=
+

1
1 1

[W/m2 K]

where: hext = external surface heat transfer coefficient [W/m2 K]
Us-s = U-value between external surface and internal surface [W/m2 K]

In the programme an external surface heat transfer coefficient of 10 W/m2 K is anticipated at summer
conditions.

2.3.3 Clear sky solar radiation
For summer design the solar radiation is calculated assuming clear sky, see Figure 2.6.
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Eo

Eeo

ED,n

Ed,h

Figure 2.6: Generation of solar radiation weather data for clear sky conditions.

The extraterrestial irradiance is:












 ××+×=
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cos033.01

J
EE oeo [W/m2]

where: Eo = solar constant [W/m2]
J = day of year (1 = January 1. and 365 = December 31.)

The programme anticipates Eo = 1377 W/m2.

The direct solar radiation normal to the beam at ground level is:
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0
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γ
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[W/m2]

where: γs = altitude of the sun above the horizon [deg.]
m = relative optical air mass [ - ]
B = turbidity coefficient [ - ]

The programme uses a turbidity coefficient B = 3.5, anticipating sub-urban location and summer
conditions.

The relative optical air mass is:

m
s

= 1

sinγ
[ - ]

The diffuse solar radiation on the horizontal plane at ground level is:

( )




≤
>×−×

=
00

0sin,
,

s

ssnDeo
hd if

ifEE
E

γ
γγκ

[W/m2]

The constant κ is the ratio between the diffuse solar radiation on the horizontal plane at ground level
and the total diffuse scattering of the solar radiation as it passes through the atmosphere. The
programme anticipates a constant κ = 0.28.
The solar radiation on external surfaces and the insolation through windows is then calculated from
this, see Figure 2.7.
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ED,n

Ed,h

φs,wall,i

φs,window,i

φs,roof

φs,skylight

Figure 2.7: Calculation of solar radiation on external surfaces and insolation through windows.

2.3.4 Solar radiation on walls and roof
The direct solar radiation on the horizontal plane and therefore also on the roof is:
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>×
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ifE
E

γ
γγ

[W/m2]

where: ED,n = direct solar radiation normal to the beam at ground level [W/m2]

The direct solar radiation on wall i is:
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=
900

90cos

,

,,,
,,

iwallhs

iwallhsiwallnD
iwallD iorif

iandifiE
E

γγ
γγ

[W/m2]

where: γh = horizon angle [deg.]
γs = altitude of the sun above the horizon, [deg.]
iwall,i = incidence angle for direct solar radiation on wall i, [deg.]

The horizon angle, γh is the average altitude angle to the top of the surroundings: ground, buildings,
trees etc., see Table 2.5.

Table 2.5: Horizon angle, γh. Average of all windows in the facades of the building. The distance to
the obstructions are assumed to be equal to the height of the building.
Surroundings Horizon angle, γh

Deg.
Free horizon 0
Buildings or trees with 1/2 the height of the building 10
Buildings or trees with the same height as the building 25

The angle is measured from the centre of the facade, see Figure 2.8. The same angel is anticipated for
all windows in the facade.

Figure 2.8: Definition of horizon angle γh.
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The incidence angle is measured between the solar radiation beam and the normal to the wall. The
angle is calculated as:

( )( )iwallssiwalli ,, coscosarccos ααγ −×= [deg.]

where: αs = solar azimuth angle [deg.]
αwall,i = azimuth angle of the normal to the wall [deg.]

Both azimuth angles are angular displacement from south measured on the horizontal plane.

The diffuse solar radiation on wall i is:

E f Ed wall i cl wall i d h, , , , ,= ⋅ [W/m2]

where: fcl,wall,i = diffuse solar radiation factor for wall i for clear sky conditions [-]

The diffuse solar radiation factor, fcl,wall,i is the diffuse solar radiation on the (vertical) wall compared
to the diffuse solar radiation on the horizontal plane. The diffuse solar radiation factor is:
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The solar radiation on the walls from the ground reflectans is the same for all the walls:

( )hdhDwallr EErE ,,, 5.0 +××= [W/m2]

where: r = reflectance of the ground [ - ]
Ed,h = diffuse solar radiation on the horizontal plane at ground level [W/m2]

The programme anticipates r = 0.20 .

The solar radiation on the roof is:

φ s roof D h d hE E, , ,= + [W/m2]

and the solar radiation on wall i is:

φ s wall i D wall i d wall i r wallE E E, , , , , , ,= + + [W/m2]

The total solar energy transmitted through the roof and the walls is:

( )∑
=

××+××=Φ
4

1
,,,,,

facade
iwallwalliwallsroofroofroofswalls AA ηφηφ [W]

where: ηroof = solar transmission factor for the roof [ - ]
Aroof = roof area [m2]
ηwall = solar transmission factor for the external walls [ - ]
Awall,i = external wall in facade i [m2]

The solar transmission factor for the roof is:
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⋅
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and the solar transmission factor for the external walls is:
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where: αroof = solar absorptance for the roof [ - ]
αwall = solar absorptance for the walls [ - ]
Uroof,s-s = U-value between external roof surface and internal roof surface [W/m2 K]
Uwall,s-s = U-value between external wall surface and internal wall surface [W/m2 K]
hext = external surface heat transfer coefficient [W/m2 K]

2.3.5 Insolation through windows and skylight
The insolation through the skylight is:

( )hdnhDskylightDskylightsaskylights EEFF ,,,,, 86.0 ××+×××= ττφ [W/m2]

and the insolation through window i is:

( )( )wallsriwalldniwallDiwindowDiowindowsaiwindows EEEFFF ,,,,,,,.,,, 86.0 +××+××××= ττφ  [W/m2]

where: Fa = area factor, glazed area compared to total window area [ - ]
Fs,skylight = solar shading factor for the skylight [ - ]
Fs,window = solar shading factor for the windows [ - ]
Fo,i = overhang factor for window i [ - ]
τD,skylight = solar energy transmittance for the skylight by direct radiation [ - ]
τD,window,i = solar energy transmittance for window i by direct radiation [ - ]
τn = total solar energy transmittance for beam radiation normal to the glazing [ - ]

The programme anticipates an area factor Fa = 0.8 for all windows and the skylight.

The solar shading factor is the reduced insolation through the window or skylight due to solar shading
devices or solar protective glazing, see Table 2.6. If no solar shading Fs,skylight = 1 and Fs,window = 1.

The overhang factor is the reduced insolation through the window due to shadow from an overhang
over the window. If no overhang Fo,i = 1.

The total solar energy transmittance for direct radiation for different glazings are shown in Table 2.7.

Table 2.6: Solar shading factor, Fs.
Solar shading Solar shading factor, Fs

-
No solar shading (glazing as in Table 2.7) 1.0
Internal, dark coloured solar shading 0.8
Internal, light coloured solar shading 0.6
Solar protective glazing, limited daylight colouring 0.6
Solar protective glazing, significant daylight colouring 0.4
External solar shading 0.2
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Table 2.7: Characteristics of glazing.
Glazing U-value glazing

W/m2 K
U-value window
W/m2 K

Transmittance, τn

-
Single panes 6.0 5.0 0.85
Double panes 3.0 2.7 0.75
Triple panes 2.0 1.9 0.65
Energy panes (double panes with argon

filling and one low emission coating)
1.6 1.6 0.65

The overhang factor for window i is calculated as:

( ) ( )
( )
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where: γs = altitude of the sun above the horizon [deg.]
αs = solar azimuth angle [deg.]
αwall,i = azimuth angle of the normal to wall i [deg.]
εo,i = overhang angle for window i [deg.]

The overhang angle is the zenith angle measured from the centre of the window to the front of
overhang, see Figure 2.9. The programme uses the overhang angles shown in Table 2.8.

Figure 2.9: Definition of overhang.

Table 2.8: Overhang angle, εo,i. Zenith angle, measured from the centre of the window to the front of
the overhang.
Overhang Overhang angle, εo,i

Deg.
No overhang 0
Small overhang 20
Medium overhang 40
Large overhang 60

The solar energy transmittance for the skylight by direct radiation is calculated as:
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and the solar energy transmittance for window i by direct radiation for is calculated as:
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where: iwall,i = incidence angle between the solar radiation beam and the normal to wall [deg.]

The programme anticipates that the skylight has horizontal glazing and that the glazing in a window
has the same orientation as the wall.

The total insolation through the skylight and the windows is:

( )∑
=

×+×=Φ
4

1
,,,,,

facade
iwindowiwindowsskylightskylightswindows AA φφ [W]

where: Askylight = skylight area, measured as the hole in the roof [m2]
Awindow,i = window area in facade i [m2]

2.3.6 Internal Heat Gains
The internal heat gains are due to people, lighting and other electrical equipment, see Table 2.9. As an
ordinary office building is essentially inhabited during the day, there are different internal heat gains
during working hours and during non-working hours. During non-working hours only 20 % of the
assigned internal heat gain is expected.

The total contribution from the internal heat gains is:

Φin in floorA= ×φ [W]

where: φin = internal heat gains per square meter, see Table 2.9 [W/m2]
Afloor = gross floor area in the building or zone [m2]

Table 2.9: Internal heat gains per m2 of gross floor area.

Description Working hours, φin

[W/m2]
Non-working hours, φin

[W/m2]
None 0 0
Low 15 3
Medium 25 5
High 40 8

2.3.7 Ventilation Cooling Power
As the external air have a different (normally lower) temperature than the indoor air, the air that
ventilates the building will normally cool the indoor air and the internal surfaces and structures. The
power removed from the building by ventilation is (cooling and removed power is negative):

( ) ( )( )ttTtTqc airextventairpairvent ∆−−×××=Φ ,ρ [W]

where: ρair = density of air [kg/m3]
cp,air = specific heat capacity of air [J/kgK]
qvent = ventilation air flow [kg/s]
Text(t) = external air temperature [°C]
Tair(t-∆t) = indoor air temperature at the previous time step [°C]

The cp,air indicates the amount of energy that is needed to heat one kilogram of air one degree Kelvin.
The programme uses cp,air = 1000 J/kg K.
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2.4 Solution Method

2.4.1 Introduction
This model is a single zone model. The entire building is represented by only one single zone. The
single zone has one temperature and one internal pressure at ground level. The zone is effected in
many ways by the weather, the occupants and maybe by a mechanical ventilation system. To visually
illustrate these factors Figure 2.10 shows a picture of the thermal and pressure that creates the
temperature and ventilation system in the zone. When the system of equations is established, a tool for
solving the system is needed.

Figure 2.10: The single zone model

The calculations can be made for either the entire building or a part of it. To simulate a part of the
building one, two or three facades are marked as internal wall and thus it is assumed that no air flows
through the marked wall, see Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11: One of the walls is facing an adjointing part of the building.

2.4.2 System of Equations
The criteria for solving the infiltration part of the equation system is that at all times there should be
mass balance in the zone. This can be illustrated with the sum of the mass flows through the different
links:

( )q tm link
link

n

, =
=

∑ 0
1

[kg/s]
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The mass flow for each different link is calculated for each time step, as established earlier, with a
non-linear equation written on the form:

q a pm link link link
b link

,
,= × ∆ [kg/s]

where:

∆ ∆p p p plink wind therm= − +int [Pa]

where: pint = unknown internal pressure [Pa]

The solution of the system must be found iterative, where the internal pressure is the unknown
parameter that are to be found. This is done by using the Newton-Raphson method. By setting a start
value of the p0, new approximations are made with:

( )
( )p p

f p

f pn n
n

n

0 1 0
0

0
, ,

,

,'+ = − [Pa]

where: ( ) ( )f p a pn
b

0 0, = ×Σ ∆  for all links

( ) ( )f p a b pn
b' ,0 0

1= × × −Σ ∆  for all links

For each time step the calculated internal pressure for the previous time step is used. As for the first
time step the internal pressure = -1 Pa is used.

The criteria for mass balance is set to a maximum difference for Σqm of 0.0001 kg/s.

To make faster calculations the indoor air temperature of the previous time step is used, thus saving
many iterations. This would be a good approximation except in the case of a very light structure and
quick changes in the outdoor climate.
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3 Nomenclature
αroof - solar absorptance for the roof
αwall - solar absorptance for the walls
αs deg. solar azimuth angle
αwall,i deg. azimuth angle of the normal to the wall
ε m surface roughness, default = 10-5

εo,i deg. overhang angle for window i [deg.]
φin W/m2 internal heat load per square meter
φs,roof W/m2 solar radiation on the roof
φs,wall W/m2 solar radiation on external wall surfaces
ηwall - transmission factor for solar radiation on external walls
ηroof - transmission factor for solar radiation on roof
ηcrack Ns/m2 viscosity in the flow path
γh deg. horizon angle
γs deg. altitude of the sun above the horizon
λ - friction coefficient
λfric - friction factor
κ - ratio between the diffuse solar radiation on the horizontal plane at ground level and

the total diffuse scattering of the solar radiation as it passes through the atmosphere
ν m2/s the kinematic viscosity
ρ0°C,RH=50% kg/m3 density of air at 0 °C, RH 50 %
ρair kg/m3 density of the air
ρcold kg/m3 air density of the colder air
ρcrack kg/m3 the mean of outdoor and indoor densities
ρcrack kg/m3 air density in flow path
ρext kg/m3 air density of outdoor air
ρin kg/m3 density of internal air
ρwarm kg/m3 air density of the warmer air
ξi - loss factor, for contraction, expansion or bend losses
Φair W heat transfer to the indoor air (neglecting heat exchange with surfaces)
Φa-s W heat transfer from indoor air to internal surfaces
Φin W internal heat gains
Φs,wall W solar energy transmitted through roof and walls to internal surfaces
Φs,window W insolation through the skylight and the windows
Φsurf W resultant heat transfer to internal surfaces
Φwall W heat transfer through roof and walls, excluding solar radiation
Φvent W heat transfer by ventilation
Φwindow W heat transfer through the skylight and the windows, excl. solar radiation
τD,skylight - solar energy transmittance for the skylight by direct radiation
τD,window,i - solar energy transmittance for window i by direct radiation
τn - total solar energy transmittance for beam radiation normal to the glazing
a kg / (s*Pab) flow coefficient
aw - wind constant dependant on terrain
b - flow exponent
cp,air J/kgK specific heat capacity of air
dh m hydraulic diameter
disol m thickness of the insulation
fcl,wall,i - diffuse solar radiation factor for wall i for clear sky conditions
g m/s2 gravitation force = 9.81
h m height
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hext W/ m2K external surface heat transfer coefficient
hint W/m2 K internal surface heat transfer coefficient
iwall,i deg. incidence angle for direct solar radiation on wall i
kw - wind constant dependant on terrain
lcrack m length in flow direction
lduct m length in flow direction
m - relative optical air mass
owindow - the opening factor for the window, 0 < owindow < 1
∆pcomponent Pa pressure drop over a component
∆pcrack Pa the pressure drop over the crack
∆pduct Pa total pressure loss for the duct
∆pfriction Pa pressure loss due to friction
pint Pa internal pressure at ground level
∆ptherm Pa the pressure difference due to thermal buoyancy
∆ptot Pa total pressure difference
pwind Pa wind induced pressure
qm kg/s mass air flow rate
qvent kg/s infiltration air flow rate
qm,link(t) kg/s mass flow for a certain link at time = t
r - reflectance of the ground
∆t s lengh of each timestep
u0 m/s wind velocity in unrestricted air flow
um m/s average air velocity
um,wind m/s measured wind velocity at 10 meters height
uz,wind m/s wind velocity at the height z
z m height of building
Abuild m2 area of the building envelope
Acrack m2 Equivalent area of the crack
Aelement m2 area of the studied element
Afloor m2 gross floor area in the building or zone
Aroof m2 area of roof
Askylight m2 skylight area, measured as the hole in the roof
Atotopenwindow m2 total area of open windows
Awall,i m2 external wall area of facade i
Awindow m2 area of windows
Awindow,i m2 window area in facade i
B - turbidity coefficient
Cd - coefficient of discharge ≈ 0.6
Cstruc Wh/K active thermal capacity of structures in the building
Ed,h W/m2 diffuse solar radiation on the horizontal plane at ground level
ED,n W/m2 direct solar radiation normal to the beam at ground level
ED,h W/m2 direct solar radiation on the horizontal plane
ED,wall,i W/m2 direct solar radiation on wall i
Eeo W/m2 the extraterrestial irradiance
Eo W/m2 solar constant
Fa - area factor, glazed area compared to total window area
Fs,skylight - solar shading factor for the skylight
Fs,window - solar shading factor for the windows
Fo,i - overhang factor for window i
Ha-s W/K specific heat transfer between room air and surfaces
Hwall W/K specific heat transfer through roof and walls from ext. air to int. surfaces
Hwindow W/K spec. heat trans. through skylight and windows from ext. to indoor air
J - day of year (1 = January 1. and 365 = December 31.)
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Re - Reynolds’ number
Tair °C indoor air temperature
Tcrack °C air temperature in the flow path
Text °C external air temperature
Tsurf °C internal surface temperature
Ue-s W/ m2K U-Value between external air and internal surface
Uroof,e-s W/ m2K U-Value between external air and internal surface for the roof
Uroof,s-s W/ m2K U-value between external roof surface and internal roof surface
Us-s W/ m2K U-Value between external surface and internal surface
Uwall,e-s W/ m2K U-Value between external air and internal surface for the walls
Uwall,s-s W/ m2K U-value between external wall surface and internal wall surface
Uwindow W/ m2K U-Value for the window
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8 Appendix
The different types are according to Table 2.2 and the letters A to C stand for the different shielding
conditions. The pressure coefficients are presented as PressCoeff(facade, angle), where the values for
facade and the angle are described in the tables below (Liddament 1996).

Facade Surface
1 Facade 1
2 Facade 2
3 Facade 3
4 Facade 4
5 Roof
6 Stack devices

Angle Wind angle
1 180
2 225
3 270
4 315
5 0
6 45
7 90
8 135
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'buildingtype 1A
    PressCoeff(1, 1) = -0.2
    PressCoeff(1, 2) = -0.4
    PressCoeff(1, 3) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(1, 4) = 0.35
    PressCoeff(1, 5) = 0.7
    PressCoeff(1, 6) = 0.35
    PressCoeff(1, 7) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(1, 8) = -0.4
    PressCoeff(2, 1) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(2, 2) = 0.35
    PressCoeff(2, 3) = 0.7
    PressCoeff(2, 4) = 0.35
    PressCoeff(2, 5) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(2, 6) = -0.4
    PressCoeff(2, 7) = -0.2
    PressCoeff(2, 8) = -0.4
    PressCoeff(3, 1) = 0.7
    PressCoeff(3, 2) = 0.35
    PressCoeff(3, 3) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(3, 4) = -0.4
    PressCoeff(3, 5) = -0.2
    PressCoeff(3, 6) = -0.4
    PressCoeff(3, 7) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(3, 8) = 0.35
    PressCoeff(4, 1) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(4, 2) = -0.4
    PressCoeff(4, 3) = -0.2
    PressCoeff(4, 4) = -0.4
    PressCoeff(4, 5) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(4, 6) = 0.35
    PressCoeff(4, 7) = 0.7
    PressCoeff(4, 8) = 0.35
    PressCoeff(5, 1) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 2) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 3) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 4) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 5) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 6) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 7) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 8) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(6, 1) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 2) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 3) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 4) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 5) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 6) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 7) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 8) = -0.3

'buildingtype 1B
    PressCoeff(1, 1) = -0.2
    PressCoeff(1, 2) = -0.35
    PressCoeff(1, 3) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(1, 4) = 0.1
    PressCoeff(1, 5) = 0.4
    PressCoeff(1, 6) = 0.1
    PressCoeff(1, 7) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(1, 8) = -0.35
    PressCoeff(2, 1) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(2, 2) = 0.1
    PressCoeff(2, 3) = 0.4
    PressCoeff(2, 4) = 0.1
    PressCoeff(2, 5) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(2, 6) = -0.35
    PressCoeff(2, 7) = -0.2
    PressCoeff(2, 8) = -0.35
    PressCoeff(3, 1) = 0.4
    PressCoeff(3, 2) = 0.1
    PressCoeff(3, 3) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(3, 4) = -0.35
    PressCoeff(3, 5) = -0.2
    PressCoeff(3, 6) = -0.35
    PressCoeff(3, 7) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(3, 8) = 0.1
    PressCoeff(4, 1) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(4, 2) = -0.35
    PressCoeff(4, 3) = -0.2
    PressCoeff(4, 4) = -0.35
    PressCoeff(4, 5) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(4, 6) = 0.1
    PressCoeff(4, 7) = 0.4
    PressCoeff(4, 8) = 0.1
    PressCoeff(5, 1) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 2) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(5, 3) = -0.4
    PressCoeff(5, 4) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(5, 5) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 6) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(5, 7) = -0.4
    PressCoeff(5, 8) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(6, 1) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 2) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 3) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 4) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 5) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 6) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 7) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 8) = -0.3

'building type 1C
    PressCoeff(1, 1) = -0.25
    PressCoeff(1, 2) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(1, 3) = -0.25
    PressCoeff(1, 4) = 0.05
    PressCoeff(1, 5) = 0.2
    PressCoeff(1, 6) = 0.05
    PressCoeff(1, 7) = -0.25
    PressCoeff(1, 8) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(2, 1) = -0.25
    PressCoeff(2, 2) = 0.05
    PressCoeff(2, 3) = 0.2
    PressCoeff(2, 4) = 0.05
    PressCoeff(2, 5) = -0.25
    PressCoeff(2, 6) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(2, 7) = -0.25
    PressCoeff(2, 8) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(3, 1) = 0.2
    PressCoeff(3, 2) = 0.05
    PressCoeff(3, 3) = -0.25
    PressCoeff(3, 4) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(3, 5) = -0.25
    PressCoeff(3, 6) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(3, 7) = -0.25
    PressCoeff(3, 8) = 0.05
    PressCoeff(4, 1) = -0.25
    PressCoeff(4, 2) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(4, 3) = -0.25
    PressCoeff(4, 4) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(4, 5) = -0.25
    PressCoeff(4, 6) = 0.05
    PressCoeff(4, 7) = 0.2
    PressCoeff(4, 8) = 0.05
    PressCoeff(5, 1) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(5, 2) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(5, 3) = -0.4
    PressCoeff(5, 4) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(5, 5) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(5, 6) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(5, 7) = -0.4
    PressCoeff(5, 8) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(6, 1) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 2) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 3) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 4) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 5) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 6) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 7) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 8) = -0.3
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'building type 2A
    PressCoeff(1, 1) = -0.7
    PressCoeff(1, 2) = -0.8
    PressCoeff(1, 3) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(1, 4) = 0.25
    PressCoeff(1, 5) = 0.5
    PressCoeff(1, 6) = 0.25
    PressCoeff(1, 7) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(1, 8) = -0.8
    PressCoeff(2, 1) = -0.9
    PressCoeff(2, 2) = 0.2
    PressCoeff(2, 3) = 0.6
    PressCoeff(2, 4) = 0.2
    PressCoeff(2, 5) = -0.9
    PressCoeff(2, 6) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(2, 7) = -0.35
    PressCoeff(2, 8) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(3, 1) = 0.5
    PressCoeff(3, 2) = 0.25
    PressCoeff(3, 3) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(3, 4) = -0.8
    PressCoeff(3, 5) = -0.7
    PressCoeff(3, 6) = -0.8
    PressCoeff(3, 7) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(3, 8) = 0.25
    PressCoeff(4, 1) = -0.9
    PressCoeff(4, 2) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(4, 3) = -0.35
    PressCoeff(4, 4) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(4, 5) = -0.9
    PressCoeff(4, 6) = 0.2
    PressCoeff(4, 7) = 0.6
    PressCoeff(4, 8) = 0.2
    PressCoeff(5, 1) = -0.7
    PressCoeff(5, 2) = -0.7
    PressCoeff(5, 3) = -0.8
    PressCoeff(5, 4) = -0.7
    PressCoeff(5, 5) = -0.7
    PressCoeff(5, 6) = -0.7
    PressCoeff(5, 7) = -0.8
    PressCoeff(5, 8) = -0.7
    PressCoeff(6, 1) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 2) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 3) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 4) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 5) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 6) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 7) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 8) = -0.3

'building type 2B
    PressCoeff(1, 1) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(1, 2) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(1, 3) = -0.35
    PressCoeff(1, 4) = 0.06
    PressCoeff(1, 5) = 0.25
    PressCoeff(1, 6) = 0.06
    PressCoeff(1, 7) = -0.35
    PressCoeff(1, 8) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(2, 1) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(2, 2) = 0.2
    PressCoeff(2, 3) = 0.4
    PressCoeff(2, 4) = 0.2
    PressCoeff(2, 5) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(2, 6) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(2, 7) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(2, 8) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(3, 1) = 0.25
    PressCoeff(3, 2) = 0.06
    PressCoeff(3, 3) = -0.35
    PressCoeff(3, 4) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(3, 5) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(3, 6) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(3, 7) = -0.35
    PressCoeff(3, 8) = 0.06
    PressCoeff(4, 1) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(4, 2) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(4, 3) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(4, 4) = -0.5
    PressCoeff(4, 5) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(4, 6) = 0.2
    PressCoeff(4, 7) = 0.4
    PressCoeff(4, 8) = 0.2
    PressCoeff(5, 1) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 2) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 3) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 4) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 5) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 6) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 7) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 8) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(6, 1) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 2) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 3) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 4) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 5) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 6) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 7) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 8) = -0.3

'building type 2B
    PressCoeff(1, 1) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(1, 2) = -0.38
    PressCoeff(1, 3) = -0.2
    PressCoeff(1, 4) = -0.12
    PressCoeff(1, 5) = 0.06
    PressCoeff(1, 6) = -0.12
    PressCoeff(1, 7) = -0.2
    PressCoeff(1, 8) = -0.38
    PressCoeff(2, 1) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(2, 2) = 0.15
    PressCoeff(2, 3) = 0.18
    PressCoeff(2, 4) = 0.15
    PressCoeff(2, 5) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(2, 6) = -0.32
    PressCoeff(2, 7) = -0.2
    PressCoeff(2, 8) = -0.32
    PressCoeff(3, 1) = 0.06
    PressCoeff(3, 2) = -0.12
    PressCoeff(3, 3) = -0.2
    PressCoeff(3, 4) = -0.38
    PressCoeff(3, 5) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(3, 6) = -0.38
    PressCoeff(3, 7) = -0.2
    PressCoeff(3, 8) = -0.12
    PressCoeff(4, 1) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(4, 2) = -0.32
    PressCoeff(4, 3) = -0.2
    PressCoeff(4, 4) = -0.32
    PressCoeff(4, 5) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(4, 6) = 0.15
    PressCoeff(4, 7) = 0.18
    PressCoeff(4, 8) = 0.15
    PressCoeff(5, 1) = -0.49
    PressCoeff(5, 2) = -0.46
    PressCoeff(5, 3) = -0.41
    PressCoeff(5, 4) = -0.46
    PressCoeff(5, 5) = -0.49
    PressCoeff(5, 6) = -0.46
    PressCoeff(5, 7) = -0.41
    PressCoeff(5, 8) = -0.46
    PressCoeff(6, 1) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 2) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 3) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 4) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 5) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 6) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 7) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 8) = -0.3
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'building type 3A
    PressCoeff(1, 1) = -0.34
    PressCoeff(1, 2) = -0.47
    PressCoeff(1, 3) = -0.46
    PressCoeff(1, 4) = 0.24
    PressCoeff(1, 5) = 0.49
    PressCoeff(1, 6) = 0.24
    PressCoeff(1, 7) = -0.46
    PressCoeff(1, 8) = -0.47
    PressCoeff(2, 1) = -0.61
    PressCoeff(2, 2) = 0.14
    PressCoeff(2, 3) = 0.4
    PressCoeff(2, 4) = 0.14
    PressCoeff(2, 5) = -0.61
    PressCoeff(2, 6) = -0.39
    PressCoeff(2, 7) = -0.19
    PressCoeff(2, 8) = -0.39
    PressCoeff(3, 1) = 0.49
    PressCoeff(3, 2) = 0.24
    PressCoeff(3, 3) = -0.46
    PressCoeff(3, 4) = -0.47
    PressCoeff(3, 5) = -0.34
    PressCoeff(3, 6) = -0.47
    PressCoeff(3, 7) = -0.46
    PressCoeff(3, 8) = 0.24
    PressCoeff(4, 1) = -0.61
    PressCoeff(4, 2) = -0.39
    PressCoeff(4, 3) = -0.19
    PressCoeff(4, 4) = -0.39
    PressCoeff(4, 5) = -0.61
    PressCoeff(4, 6) = 0.14
    PressCoeff(4, 7) = 0.4
    PressCoeff(4, 8) = 0.14
    PressCoeff(5, 1) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 2) = -0.53
    PressCoeff(5, 3) = -0.58
    PressCoeff(5, 4) = -0.53
    PressCoeff(5, 5) = -0.6
    PressCoeff(5, 6) = -0.53
    PressCoeff(5, 7) = -0.58
    PressCoeff(5, 8) = -0.53
    PressCoeff(6, 1) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 2) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 3) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 4) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 5) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 6) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 7) = -0.3
    PressCoeff(6, 8) = -0.3
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